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Features
Minimum quantity: 10 Unit(s)
Material: aluminium
Length: 14.10 cm.
Diameter: 3.00 cm.
Weight: 200.00 g.

It's always convenient to have a power bank ready in this
digital age. You never know when you might need to recharge
your mobile phone. IGO Promo can print the PowerSound
3500 powerbank with your logo or other imprint. The moment
you give it away, it immediately generates extra publicity for
your company! One thing is certain, the recipient will be very
happy. This power bank has a capacity of 3500 mAh. This
means that a device with a battery of this size can be fully
charged once. This powerbank combines a double function:
charger and speaker. It can be charged via USB using a USB
cable. Suitable for the most common mobile devices (with 3.5
mm jack connector). The input and output are 5V / 1A. Comes
with a USB/audio cable with a standard 3.5mm plug and micro
USB plug including user manual. The 2-in-1 powerbank follows
European guidelines. If you divide the charge capacity of the
powerbank (mAh) by the battery capacity of your mobile
device (mAh), you get the approximate battery charge
percentage or the possible number of charges. Packed per
piece. Because this power bank is made of aluminium it is
hardly susceptible to impacts and can be carried in any pocket.
Thanks to the laser engraving technique, you can give this
power bank a stylish print. The print is extremely durable
thanks to the high wear-resistance of engraving. And if you
think that printing a power bank is expensive, IGO Promo
proves otherwise. We can print power banks cheaply and with
outstanding quality.
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Do you have a specific question or do you want more information about this
item, please call 1800 800 801.
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